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Abstract

Online advertisement detection has attracted increasing attention in recent

years in both academia and industry. The existing advertising blocking sys-

tems are vulnerable to the evolution of new attacks and can cause time

latency issues by querying remote servers. In this thesis, we propose a

lightweight detection system depending only on lexical-based features. The

statistical analysis of different URL sources shows that lexical-based features

can provide sufficient information for online advertisement representation.

Deep learning algorithms are used for online advertising classification and

visualization. After optimizing the architecture of the deep neural network,

the deep learning based approach can achieve satisfactory detection results

with false negative rate as low as 1.31%. In URL visualization, with the

implementation of AutoEncoder for feature preprocessing and t-SNE for vi-

sualization, our approach outperforms other dimensionality reduction algo-

rithms and can generate clear clusters for different URL families. Finally, a

sequence-2-sequence model is built for fake URL generation, which can create

distinguishing characteristics for fake malicious URLs.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1.1 Problem Statement

The explosive development of the Internet has recently witnessed the tremen-

dous growth in the number of online advertisement. Online advertising has

become the major strategy for business propaganda and has had a deep im-

pact on Internet activities, such as e-commerce, online banking, e-mail and

social networking.

Unfortunately, because of the increasing popularity of online advertising, a

massive amount of meaningless contents are displayed or downloaded during

Web surfing, which greatly degrade the user experience. Furthermore, being

extensively used for illegal purposes, online advertising becomes a big plat-

form for delivering malicious activities, such as malware, scamming, spam,

and frauds [50] [48]. By inserting malicious codes into legitimate websites,
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attackers can automatically redirect victims to phishing pages or compromise

their computers by installing malware. In addition, obfuscation techniques

are always involved with the evolution of criminal enterprises, which makes

identifying malicious online advertisements even more difficult [66].

Many latest online URL detection systems, such as PhishTank [63], Ad-

Block [56] and Easylist [24] are based on blacklist filters or URL-pattern

databases. Large human involvement is necessary for maintaining such sys-

tems, and time latency is the main issue that prevents end users from visiting

potentially dangerous webpages. In order to improve the generality of ex-

isting systems, machine learning techniques are explored for malicious URL

detection [50] [48] [70] [98] [82]. Features used for URL classification can be

categorized as lexical-based features and external features [41]. External fea-

tures such as WHOIS property are extremely dependent on the availability of

remote servers and can cause latency issues by remote query requesting. So

a lightweight detection system is highly desired in order to efficiently identify

online advertisement URLs.

1.2 Motivation and Objective

As the rapid growth of online advertising, a massive amount of unneces-

sary and intrusive information is downloaded during Web surfing [82]. Users

cannot get access to the useful messages on the Internet efficiently. And a

majority of the customers consider online advertisements as annoying, ob-
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trusive, distracting and all over the places [2].

Furthermore, as online advertising develops as the predominant model for

marketing and promotion today, malicious advertisements have become the

cornerstone for fraudulent activities, such as propagating malware, scam-

ming, click frauds, etc. [48]. Currently, there are potential interests in build-

ing systems to prevent customers from visiting these websites [50].

Globally during 2010 to 2015, the number of desktop computer users using

ad-blocking softwares grow by 41% year over year. By June 2015, the number

of monthly active ad-blocking users is 198 million [60]. Attackers and hackers

consider online advertising as low-cost and highly effective means to conduct

fraudulent activities. Consequently, hundreds of top ranking websites have

been infected by malicious advertisements [48].

However, today the existing ad-blocking systems are always based on labo-

riously hand-coded rules or webpage content analysis. Tremendous human

involvements are needed. Also, new types of malicious trend and new ob-

fuscation techniques are introduced every day to evade detection. So these

systems are vulnerable to the evolution of new malicious advertisements [82].

In addition, time latency is one of the biggest issues in online advertising

identification. Any manual review of the blacklist or the analysis of the web

pages content may take a considerable amount of time. According to Phish-

Tank ’s own statistic, the average verification time of a single URL ranges

from tens to fifty hours[94]. As a result, many users may be exposed to the

danger of malicious URLs during the update of the blacklist. All the reasons
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mentioned above motivate us to design a lightweight system for malicious

advertising detection with high performance.

1.3 Significance of the Study

The study of online advertisement detection is significant for the following

reasons.

First, nowadays online advertisement has already grown into a billion-dollar

business [58]. The estimated loss of global revenues due to adverting blocking

is nearly $22 billion in 2015 [60]. So there is really a huge industrial demand

for generating effective online advertisement blocking system.

Second, compared to traditional media such as television or newspaper, more

interactions are involved between users and online advertisers. For instance,

one could easily sign up an account, fill up some sensitive information or

even do online shopping in an online advertisement webpage. As a result,

hackers have found that online advertising to be an effective way to distribute

malicious information and conduct fraudulent activities. More new trends of

obfuscation techniques or malicious tactics have been developed for evading

detection. So the establishment of online advertisement detection system can

describe a clear landscape of the nature of the suspicious attacks. And this

thesis can give a comprehensive guideline for detecting malicious advertising

using lexical-based features.

Third, the finding of this study can be applied to build a more effective
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and efficient blocking system for online advertisements. To mitigate the

issues in previous research, lightweight lexical-based features are used to

represent malicious entities. Online advertising datasets are selected and

generated to mimic the real-world cases as much as possible. The deep

learning algorithm is applied in order to perform a better detection output

and make our system be applicable to more scenarios. This research outlines

the foundation for establishing a deep learning based framework for online

advertisement detection. It can provide useful solutions on characterizing

online advertisement for both industry and academia. And we believe that

in the future the application of our system can be used extensively among

other cybersecurity fields such as phishing, spam or malware detection.

1.4 Summary of Contributions

The main purpose of this thesis is to design a deep learning based framework

for online advertisement detection and visualization. And the contributions

of this thesis can be summarized as follows: we propose a deep learning based

approach for online advertisement classification and visualization. The sta-

tistical analysis of different URLs demonstrates that lexical-based features

can help to distinguish different URL families and are good candidates for the

lightweight online advertisement detection. We select the best architecture

for training deep neural network by optimizing the number of hidden layers

and the number of neurons in each hidden layer. The classification results
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show that deep learning based approaches show better performance than ma-

chine learning techniques, with false negative rate as low as 1.31%. Also, we

design a novel deep learning based method for data visualization. AutoEn-

coder plus t-SNE outperforms other dimensionality reduction algorithms by

creating better clusters for different URL instances. Finally, with the imple-

ment of sequence-2-sequence model, we can generate fake advertising URLs

with distinguishing characteristics.

1.5 Thesis Organization

The rest of the thesis is organized as follows:

• Chapter 2 demonstrates the background of online advertisements. It

gives different scopes and varieties of normal online advertisements.

This chapter also introduces some popular malicious advertising tech-

niques and discusses why malicious advertisement detection becomes

more complicated and difficult.

• Chapter 3 reviews the related works of literature on URL detection

and the application of deep learning algorithms in cybersecurity. It

concludes the machine learning techniques, datasets, and features used

in the existing advertising blocking systems. It also addresses the limits

and issues in earlier studies.

• Chapter 4 presents the proposed framework used in this thesis. First,
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we describe in detail how lexical-based features are extracted from URL

sources. Each URL is divided into 7 components (domain, port, path,

filename, query, reference) and finally 141 lexical-based features are

selected and used in our experiment. Then we carry out a compre-

hensively lexical analysis for different URL sources. This can help

us find the most influential features for distinguishing advertisement

URLs with normal URLs. In the next, we conduct a topology study

for building an optimal deep neural network. Deep learning algorithms

are applied for advertisement URL detection and visualization.

• Chapter 5 introduces the implementation of the experiment and the

evaluation of the results. It discusses the dataset used in the experi-

ment and then illustrates the deep learning algorithms applied for URL

detection and visualization. In the evaluation section, first we show

the lexical analysis for influential features, then we compare the detec-

tion results between deep learning algorithms and conventional machine

learning techniques, after that, we design a novel unsupervised method

for URL visualization, and finally, we implement a sequence-2-sequence

model for fake URL generation.

• Chapter 6 recaps the conclusions of this thesis and provides an outlook

for the future work.
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Chapter 2

Background

2.1 Normal Advertisement

To clearly understand the scope and variety of online advertising, some im-

portant high-level concepts for classifying online advertisements are listed in

the following [39] [6] :

• Media and content: The advertisement may use various types of

media, e.g., text, image, video, and sound. And in the advertisement,

the webpage content can be changed or new links can be added.

• Intrusiveness: The advertisement compels users to view it by blocking

the webpage content. Users need to take an explicit action to dismiss

the advertisement.

• Interactivity: The advertisement involves some interactions with the

8



user.

• Privacy: The advertiser can trace user behaviors and generate user

profiles. The information can be stored in the logs and be kept for a

long time.

Nowadays online advertisements tend to be much more interactive, intrusive,

and creative with respect to the way they are designed. And it is not always

easy to construct complete standardization for all the possible formats. Fol-

lowing are some popular and fundamental types of online advertisements.

• Banner Advertisement: Banner advertisements are typically rectan-

gular advertisements that integrated into a webpage, displaying ban-

ners, images or multi-media objects (such as sounds and videos) [7]

[39]. Most banner advertisements are clickable and the traffic linked to

the advertiser will be generated after a user clicks on them [6]. Ban-

ner advertisements can interact with users by expanding, shrinking or

downward-pushing the content they present.

• Pop-up Advertisement: Pop-up advertisements [7] are strongly in-

trusive and non-integrated advertisements, which appear in a separate

window in front of the webpage content. Explicit action, such as clos-

ing the pop-up window, is needed to dismiss pop-up. Pop-under ad-

vertisement is a variation of pop-up, which is slightly less intrusive by

displaying the window under the main content.
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• Floating Advertisement: Floating advertisements [83] are intrusive

advertisements with multi-media displays, which appear over the web-

page content, and disappear or become unobtrusive after a specific

time period without user interaction. Tear-back and peel-back adver-

tisements are variations of floating advertisement, usually with a teaser

to trigger click action from users.

• In-text Advertisement: In-text advertisements [6] can change the

display size by adding links to the keywords in the content. Typically

the keywords are visually distinct and can trigger the appearance of

new content.

• Transition Advertisement: Transition advertisements [93] are inter-

stitial advertisements that either being inserted between two pages of

content or open in a new window intrusively. After displaying animated

Flash or static messages for a certain period, transition advertisements

will disappear and the user-requested webpage will appear.

• Video Advertisement: Video advertisements can display online videos

on websites, and can be divided into two main categories: linear and

non-linear [6] [22]. Linear advertisements appear before, during, or af-

ter a break in the video content, whereas non-linear advertisements ap-

pear along with the video content. Integrated into the webpage, video

advertisements can also be displayed like a banner advertisement.

10



Figure 2.1: Advertisement delivery process: (a) A normal delivery chain (b)
A delivery chain of advertising syndication

2.2 Malicious Advertisement

By visiting compromised websites, end users are at the high risk of infection.

Various types of obfuscation and code packing techniques are implemented

in order to evade detection [48], and the following categories are summarized

as the most frequently used techniques by the attackers.

• Phishing Advertising: By letting end users visit such advertisement

webpages, the attackers attempt to obtain private and sensitive infor-

mation such as username, account name, password or financial mes-

sages. Usually, the infected webpages are distinguished as trustworthy

entities in an electronic communication. Also, we should note that

although the URL of a trusty webpage appears to be legitimate, the

hyperlink would actually be pointed to a phishing page [96].

• Drive-by Download: When an end-user visits a malicious advertise-

ment webpage, any download of a computer virus, spyware, or malware

11



may happen without the user’s knowledge [74]. And this type of at-

tack exploits the vulnerabilities of browsers or plugins using dynamic

content in JavaScript or Flash [48].

• Advertisement Syndication: Advertising Syndication is highlighted

in [48] and [101] as another popular malicious advertising technique and

is shown in Figure 2.1. This method obfuscates the suspicious URLs

among the advertising delivery chain, resulting in increased difficulty of

detection and characterization. Instead of a normal delivery, the user

is usually involved in multi-redirecting delivery steps. The delivery

process can begin with a big and legitimate publisher, going through

some normal advertising networks or redirections, and finally landing

on a malicious advertising webpage.

• Others: Other malicious techniques include using HTML iframes to

spread malware [78], involving third-party advertisers or applications to

distribute malicious activities [67]. In addition, many obfuscation tech-

niques are manipulated by attackers for evading detection and analysis.

For example, just like advertising syndication, multiple entities (such

as advertisement network, redirectors or fake advertising host) are al-

ways working together in one advertisement delivery. Different entities

are controlled by different malicious parties, which makes analyzing the

malicious URLs more complicated[48].

12



Chapter 3

Related Work

In this chapter, we discuss some related studies on URL classification, and

the application of deep learning based techniques in cybersecurity.

3.1 URL Classification

Some related works on the detection of online malicious webpages are re-

viewed in this section. After evaluating the features used in previous studies,

we identify a collection of commonly used features which could yield high

detection accuracy. Table 3.1 shows 36 features extracted from the related

works that concern malicious webpages detection along with a short descrip-

tion.

Justin Ma et al. [50] conduct a URL-based approach for malicious websites

detection. Similar to our study, their objective is to design and build a

13



Table 3.1: Lists of detection features fetched from previous works

# Category Feature Name Description Objective Reference

F1 Textual-based Feature Textual length of URL The total length of the URL Detect ads or malicious ads

[82]
[?]
[50]
[?]

F2 URL-based Feature URL component presence If query component or userinfo component present Detect ads
[82]
[?]

F3 Textual-based Feature Token occurrences The occurrences of each word in URL Detect ads or web content

[82]
[?]
[?]
[?]

F4 URL-based Feature
Token occurrences by

URL component
The count of token occurrences for each component Detect ads

[82]
[?]

F5 Textual-based Feature Sequential n-gram URL first split into tokens, then derive sequence of n letters from them Detect ads

[?]
[82]
[?]
[?]
[?]

F6 Textual-based Feature Full token n-gram The count of occurrences of tokens with regard to succession relation Detect ads [82]

F7 URL-based Feature
Token count

(total and per URL component)
Ads are likely to have many parameters in query component Detect ads [82]

F8 Textual-based Feature
Numeric tokens count

(total and per URL component)
The count of occurrences of numeric values in URL Detect ads [82]

F9 Textual-based Feature Ad-related keywords
Such as ’ad’, ’advert’, ’popup’,’banner’, ’sponsor’, ’iframe’, ’googlead’,
’adsys’ and ’adser’

Detect ads or phishing URL
[9]
[39]
[64]

F10 Textual-based Feature Suspicious symbol presence
If the URL contain semicolons to separate parameters?
If the URL contains valid query?
If any suspicious symbol just like @ present?

Detect ads or phishing URL
[9]
[64]

F11 URL-based Feature Original page related
If the base domain name is present in the query of the URL?
If the requested URL is on the same domain?

Detect ads [9]

F12 URL-based Feature Size of Ads in URL Indicating the size of the ads it going to display Detect ads [9]

F13 URL-based Feature Dimensions of the URL Indicating the dimensions of the screen or browser Detect ads
[9]
[?]
[39]

F14 URL-based Feature Iframe container
Indicating if the URL is requested from within an iframe either in the
context of the page or in the context of nested iframes

Detect ads [9]

F15 URL-based Feature
Proportion of external

requested resources
The proportions of external iframe, script and resource requests Detect ads [9]

F16 Textual-based Feature Length of hostname The length of hostname Detect malicious ads
[50]
[?]

F17 Textual-based Feature Dots occurrences The number of dots in the URL Detect malicious ads
[50]
[?]
[64]

F18 Host-based Feature IP address Is the IP address in the blacklist? Detect malicious ads
[50]
[?]

F19 Host-based Feature WHOIS properties

What is the date of registration, update and expiration?
Who is the registrar?
Who is the registrant?
Is the WHOIS entry blocked?

Detect malicious ads

[50]
[?]
[64]
[48]

F20 Host-based Feature Domain name properties What is the TTL for DNS records associated with the hostname? Detect malicious ads
[50]
[?]

F21 Host-based Feature Geographic properties In which continent/country/city does the IP address belong? Detect malicious ads
[50]
[?]

F22 JavaScript Feature JavaScript source code
Including code obfuscation, dynamic code and URL generation, code
structure, function call distribution, event handling, script origin, presence
of keywords

Detect ads
[?]
[?]

F23 URL-based Feature URL tree
The left-most item (http:) becomes the root node of the tree, successive
tokens in the URL become the children of the previous token

Detect ads or web content [?]

F24 Host-based Feature Blacklist membership Is the IP address in a blacklist? Detect malicious URL [?]
F25 Host-based Feature Connection speed What is the speed of the uplink connection? Detect malicious URL [?]
F26 Textual-based Feature Presence of IP address IP is not included in a normal URL Detect phishing URL [64]
F27 Textual-based Feature Unknown noun presence Domain names are not created by using some random letters Detect phishing URL [64]
F28 URL-based Feature Misplaced top level domain If the domain name is present in the path section? Detect phishing URL [64]

F29 Network-based Feature URL redirection If the URL has been used to redirect to many other pages? Detect phishing URL or ads

[64]
[?]
[39]
[48]

F30 Network-based Feature Traffic received The amount of web traffic that each website gets Detect phishing URL [64]

F31 Network-based Feature HTML table tree The visual/physical placement of links on a page
Detect ads or

web page content
[?]

F32 Textual-based Feature Precedence Bigram The left-to-right precedence of two tokens in the URL Detect ads [?]
F33 Network-based Feature URL redirect path The redirection chain of a set of URLs Detect malicious ads [48]
F34 Network-based Feature Domain redirect path The redirection chain of a set of domains Detect malicious ads [48]
F35 Host-based Feature Domain frequency The number of publishers that associated with the domain each day Detect malicious ads [48]
F36 Host-based Feature Domain-pair frequency The frequency of two neighboring URLs/domains Detect malicious ads [48]
F37 Textual-based Feature Dash count in hostname The number of dash present in hostname Detect suspicious URLs [?]

lightweight URL classification system without webpage analysis. In their

work, DMOZ Open Directory and Yahoo Directory are used for benign URL
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sources, and PhishTank and Spamscatter are used for malicious URL sources.

The features they extracted can be categorized as lexical-based features and

host-based features. Different from our approach, most of their features

are generated by the “bag of words” representation, and machine learning

techniques such as Logistic Regression and Support Vector Machine are used

in their experiment. By comparing classification results between full feature

set and select feature set, they find that a large feature set significantly

improves classification accuracy.

Zhou Li et al. [48] propose a topology study of online advertisement by

analyzing ad-related Web traces and entities. Though similar in research

scope (detecting malicious advertisements) to our study, they focus on the

interactions and relationships between different entities in an ad-delivery

chain. EasyList, EasyPriacy and Google SafeBrowsing are used for data

labeling after crawling 90,000 URLs from Alexa top websites. According

to their evaluation, malicious advertising always has a longer ad-delivery

chain and a shorter existing period. Finally, a detection system is built for

malicious online advertisement. With the implementation of Decision Tree

algorithm, they achieve a classification accuracy of 94% with a low false

positive rate.

Anh Le et. al [41] design a lightweight method for phishing URL detection

using only lexical-based features. They collect 6000 phishing URLs from

PhishTank and MalwarePatrol, and 8000 benign URLs from Yahoo Direc-

tory and DMOZ Open Directory. The experiment results show that using
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lexical-based features at the client side, they can still develop a phishing de-

tection framework with comparable classification accuracy. Their system is

lightweight in terms of both computation and memory requirements. How-

ever, the error rate is the only evaluation metric used in their work, and they

do not assess false positive rate and false negative rate in a reasonable depth.

Our work initially builds on this paper, but the main differences from [41] is

that our focus is online advertisement URLs, and we give a comprehensive

lexical analysis for the URLs from different sources.

In a very similar study, Piotr L. Szczepański [82] et al. discuss an automated

system for online advertisement detection. Several classic machine learn-

ing techniques such as Decision Tree and Random Forest are implemented

in their experiment. With the application of “n-gram” algorithm, 330,000

lexical-based features are extracted, and then reduced to 64,000 by feature

selection approaches. In our opinion, the high dimensionality of the feature

set poses certain challenges for the classification task. In the evaluation,

the authors emphasize that online advertisement detection is a cost-sensitive

task, the misclassification of legitimate webpages cost differently than the

misclassification of advertising websites. This idea is also highlighted in our

paper. However, since the authors do not describe how their URL sources are

selected, it is difficult to repeat their work and evaluate their performance.

In some other related works, Li Xu et al. [98] propose a cross-layer mali-

cious website detection system, with the combination of network-layer and

application-layer analysis; Kurt Thomas et al. [85] design a real-time URL
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spam filtering system, using lexical-based features, IP-based features and

HTML-based features; Colin Whittaker et al. [94] perform how to maintain

Google SafeBrowsing blacklist automatically by examining the URL and

the content of a webpage; Hyunsang Choi et al. [12] identify multiple types

of malicious attacks by URL lexical-based analysis, and Sangho Lee et al.

[45] detect suspicious URLs in Twitter streams. In conclusion, all previous

studies explore either lexical-based features alone or a combination of lexical-

based features and external features for URL classification. Based on their

work, we implement the first comprehensive study of URL lexical analysis

for online advertisement detection. And also, by introducing a novel deep

learning based approach, our thesis presents the first study on lexical-based

visualization for advertisement URLs.

3.1.1 Summary of Limits of Previous Studies

The limits of previous research are mainly discussed in this section. And also

our new solutions are proposed to tackle the previous issues.

• Issues about the dataset: Different data sources can provide differ-

ent feature distributions for distinguishing malicious and benign URLs.

For example, PhishTank has more undefined WHOIS registration dates,

more IP addresses in the hostname, and more URLs in blacklists. So

certain typical features are introduced in classification if only certain

data sources are chosen. In order to tackle this issue, we build a crawler
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to manually select a dataset which contains over 5000 non-advertising

URLs before we start our experiment.

And also the distributions of positive instances and negative instances

are still important. For example, average two-third (67%) of Alexa top

websites display some forms of advertising [39], and more than 1% of

Alexa top 90,000 domain have been infected by malicious contents [48].

In previous papers, the distribution of the ad-related URLs and non-ad

URLs does not follow the percentage above, which makes their detec-

tion system not be applicable to real-world cases. In our experiment,

we select three data sources as our URLs input, and try to mimic the

circumstances in the real world, more information please see Section

5.1.

• Issues about the features: As we mentioned in the Chapter 1, a

lightweight detection system is significant for online advertisement de-

tection task, since any delay of classification may cause unexpected

results. Although certain type of features, such as WHOIS properties,

can provide useful information about the URLs, they may cause the

time latency issue by sending requests to remote servers. This issue

become more severe when the size of dataset is large. So in our study,

we try to avoid any type of features that can trigger this kind of prob-

lems. Also some reputation based features are used in the previous

studies, such as PageRanking value and Gmail reputation value [94].
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However, the quality and reliability of these kinds of features mainly

depend on the third-party, we cannot control the data and services

provided by them. That is why these types of features are not used in

our experiment neither. In our study, we propose a lightweight online

advertisement detection system by using lexical-based features only.

More details please see Section 4.2.

3.2 A Brief Overview of Deep Learning Al-

gorithms

A brief overview of the mainstream deep learning algorithms is introduced

in this section. Three popular and well established deep neural networks are

emphasized, along with their primary applications. The three deep neural

networks are Convolutional Neural Networks, Recurrent Neural Networks,

and Deep Belief Networks.

3.2.1 Convolutional Neural Networks

Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) are biologically inspired variants of

Multiple Layers Perceptron (MLP) since the connectivity pattern between

their neurons is inspired by the organization of the animal visual cortex.

CNNs are particularly designed for multi-dimensional data, such as images

and videos [5], and they can process data that come in the form of multiple
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Figure 3.1: Comparison of the architecture between a regular 3-layer Neural
Network and a typical CNN

arrays [43]. A typical CNN architecture is designed with the following key

points: local connections, shared weights, pooling and the use of many layers

[43] [42]. Two types of layers are need for structuring the architecture of

CNNs, convolutional layers and pooling layers [59]. The role of the convolu-

tional layer is to detect local conjunctions of features from the previous layer,

and the role of the pooling layer is to merge semantically similar features into

one [43].

Unlike a regular Neural Network, the layers of a CNN have neurons which

can be arranged in 3 dimensions. Every layer of a CNN transforms the

3-dimension input volume to a 3-dimension output volume of neuron acti-

vations. This provides the natural advantage of CNNs over other Neural

Networks in the application of image recognition (see in Figure 3.1 [16]).

Also CNNs have been successfully applied to many other recognition tasks,

such as digit recognition [76], object recognition [44] and natural language

processing [14].
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3.2.2 Recurrent Neural Networks

RNNs are a family of artificial neural networks that their neurons can form

fully connected or partially connected cycles [97] [54]. RNNs can process an

input sequence one element at a time, maintaining in their hidden units a

‘state vector’ that implicitly contains information about the historical record

of all the past elements of the sequence [43]. The computational neurons can

get inputs from other neurons at previous time steps, and then map an input

sequence into an output sequence (see in Figure 3.2 [43]), so RNNs can create

an internal state of the network which allows it to exhibit dynamic temporal

behavior. This training architecture make RNN a powerful application for

sequential data, such as handwriting [29], speech [72] and language [43].

Over the past few years, RNNs have shown their big potentials for Natural

Language Processing (NLP). And many RNNs architectures have emerged for

grammatical inference [13] [31], natural language understanding and translation[36]

[79], and a variety of other fields such as phonology [32], morphology [69] and

role assignment [36]. Also as the improvement of learning strategies, RNNs

have been highlighted as better solutions for whole document understanding

[43].

3.2.3 Deep Belief Networks

DBN can be viewed as a composition of simple, unsupervised networks such

as Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBMs) [33] or AutoEncoders [8] (see in
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Figure 3.2: An example of a typical RNN with its unfolding explanations in
time

Figure 3.3 [55]), where each subnetwork’s hidden layer serves as the visible

layer for the next. An RBM has a bottom layer of “visible” units, and a

top layer of “hidden” units, which are fully and bidirectionally connected

with symmetric weights [15]. These networks are “restricted” to a single

visible layer and single hidden layer, where connections are formed between

the layers, but not between units within each layer [5] [33].

The generative properties make DBN an impressive application on a board

range of classification tasks. Performance outputs demonstrate that DBN is

a good solution for handwritten character recognition with the introduction

of feedforward networks [5]. Similar results are presented in [8] to solidify

that the use of DBN on unsupervised tasks is as well as continuous valued in-

puts. In addition, recently DBNs show their applicable potentials in various

problems such as image classification [77], speech recognition [71], audio clas-

sification [55], sentiment analysis [102] and language understanding problems

[73].
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Figure 3.3: The architecture of RBM (a) and DBN (b). The DBN is com-
posited by several RBMs

3.3 Deep Learning in Cybersecurity

Different with conventional machine learning techniques, deep learning can

build computational models with multiple processing layers [43]. With the

multiple levels of layers, deep learning algorithms can be fed with raw data

to discover the representations of the input object. Intricate functions can

be learned by using the backpropagation algorithm through the multi-level

structure. Nowadays deep learning algorithms have been widely used in

object recognition and detection tasks. CNNs and DBNs have shown their

potentials in processing images, videos, speech and audio, whereas RNNs are

emphasized on sequential data such as language and speech understanding.

As the attention for security and privacy issues grows dramatically, deep

learning algorithms have also brought breakthroughs in the area of cyber-

security. Many studies are working on automatic malware detection and

signature generation using deep learning.

Yuancheng Li et al. [47] propose a hybrid malicious code detection scheme,
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using AutoEncoder for dimension reduction and DBN for classification; Omid

E. David et al. [18] design a deep learning based method for automatic mal-

ware signature generation. With the implementation of DBN, they can gen-

erate invariant compact representations for malware behaviors; [62] [21] [86]

[92] and [53] focus on deep learning based malware detection and classifica-

tion.

Different from previous studies, our study is mainly working on online adver-

tising URL detection using deep learning. Two types of deep learning models

are selected in our experiment for the classification task, RNN and Feedfor-

ward deep neural network (DNN). Over the past few years, RNN has shown

a great performance in the area of NLP, such as grammatical inference [13],

natural language understanding and translation[36] [79], and document un-

derstanding [43]. DNN is also widely used in various classification tasks, such

as speech recognition [20] and NLP [14]. Lexical-based URL understanding

has much in common with NLP because the analysis of the divided URL

can be considered as a form of sequential text modeling. We believe that an

RNN or DNN based architecture can be an effective method for lexical-based

URL classification.

AutoEncoder is an unsupervised neural network which was proposed in [34].

With the introduction of the “bottleneck” hidden layer, AtutoEncoder is

capable of creating sparse representation of the input data and can, therefore,

be used for dimension reduction. After classification, we design a hybrid deep

learning based method for unsupervised feature visualization by combining
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AutoEncoder with t-SNE algorithm. More details please see Section 5.

Finally, we implement an RNN based framework called sequence-2-sequence

model for fake URL generation. This model is widely used in the areas of lan-

guage translation, lyrics generation, text summarization and conversational

response. In our experiment, we can generate distinguishing fake URLs for

different URL families. More details please see Section 5.
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Chapter 4

The Proposed Framework

In this chapter, we give a brief overview of the proposed model used in the

experiment, then we describe how we select and extract lexical-based features

for URL sources, followed by the discussion of URL classification, finally, we

present a novel hybrid method for unsupervised data visualization and fake

URL generation.

4.1 The Proposed Model

Figure 4.1 illustrates the proposed model used in the experiment. Our model

contains four principle sections: Feature Extraction, Anatomy study, Classi-

fication and Visualization. At first, we select Malicious-ad ULRs, Benign-ad

URLs and Non-ad URLs as data sources for URL analysis. 141 lexical-based

features are extracted to represent each input URL.
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of the proposed approaches used in the experiment

In anatomy study section, we conduct a comprehensive lexical analysis for

different URL sources, including URL component analysis and URL pattern

analysis. By analyzing the length distribution, symbols, ad-related keywords

and structural patterns in different URLs, we find that lexical-based features

can provide useful information for online advertising URL detection. And

also we find the most influential features for distinguishing different URL

families.

In classification section, we implement deep learning based approaches and

conventional machine learning algorithms for advertisement URL identifica-

tion. We optimize the neural networks by selecting the best architectures

(e.g., the number of hidden layers and the number of neurons in each hidden

layer) and activation functions. After that, we evaluate the performance of

different algorithms depending on precision, recall, accuracy, false positive
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rate and false negative rate.

In the final section, we design and develop a new method for URL visual-

ization. AutoEncoder, a deep learning based dimensionality reduction algo-

rithm is applied first for feature preprocessing, then t-SNE is implemented

for visualizing different URL families. This method is totally unsupervised

and can be used to evaluate the quality of the extracted features. After that,

we implement an RNN based framework called sequence-2-sequence model

for fake URL generation. This model can remember the patterns of different

data sources and create fake URLs with distinguishing characteristics.

4.2 Features

Lexical-based features have been used in URL classification and are good can-

didates for building a lightweight detection system. In this thesis, we extract

141 lexical-based features for URL identification, then give a comprehensive

anatomy analysis for online advertisement URLs.

The structure of a URL example can be expressed by the following:

http://www.url.com:80/path/to/my/file/filename.html?query#reference

Generally a URL contains the following main components: Protocol (http:// ),

domain name (www.url.com), port number (80 ), path (/path/to/my/file/ ),

filename (filename.html), query (?query) and fragment or known as refer-

ence (#reference). Not all of the components are mandatory, but all of

them should be organized and positioned in the right way in order to build
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Table 4.1: The final lexical-based feature set used in the experiment

URL Host Port Path Filename Query Reference Size
Component present? X X X X X X 6
Numeric token present? X X X X X X 6
Ad-related keyword present? X X X X X X 6
Malicious ad-related keyword? X X X X X X 6
Symbol present? X X X X X X 6
Executable file present? X 1
IP address present? X 1
Length X X X X X X 6
Length of longest token X X X X X X 6
Length of average token X X X X X X 6
Length ratio: domain/URL * * 1
Length ratio: path/URL * * 1
Length ratio: filename/URL * * 1
Length ratio: query/URL * * 1
Length ratio: path/domain * * 1
Length ratio: filename/domain * * 1
Length ratio: query/domain * * 1
Length ratio: ref./path * * 1
Length ratio: ref./query * * 1
Max token length X 3
Dot count X X X X X X 6
Dash count X X X X X X 6
Delimiter count X X X X X X 6
Letter count X X X X X X 6
Digit count X X X X X X 6
Symbol count X X X X X X 6
Digit-letter-digit X X X X X X 6
Letter-digit-letter X X X X X X 6
Number rate X X X X X X 6
Character continuity rate X 1
2-gram of malicious-ad X X X X X X 6
2-gram of benign-ad X X X X X X 6
3-gram of malicious-ad X X X X X X 6
3-gram of benign-ad X X X X X X 6

Total 141

a working URL.

Lexical-based features can provide sufficient information about the URL [41]

and are the most readily available features. The URL of a suspicious webpage

may look different than normal URLs. For example, malicious webpages usu-

ally use IP address as their domain name [49] [50], the abnormal length ratio

of different URL components may help to find remarkable URLs [52], and

ad-related keywords are also good indicators for identifying advertisement
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websites [9] [64].

Based on available features mentioned in previous studies, we propose an in-

tegrated feature set for URL lexical analysis. We split each single URL into

6 main components (domain name, port number, path, filename, query and

reference), all the lexical-based features are extracted from these components

in order to construct the final feature set. Table 4.1 shows the lexical-based

features we extracted and used in our experiment, the dimensions of each

lexical-based feature and the final feature set. All the features can be cate-

gorized into the following groups:

• Presence: In this group of features, we check if all the components

are present in the URL; if there is numeric token present; if there is

ad-related keyword (ad, advert, banner, popup, sponsor, iframe, adsys,

adser) or malicious keyword (account, accounting, bank, banking, login,

signin, websrc, sec) present; if exe. or IP address is present in the URL.

• Length based feature: This group of features includes the length of

the whole URL and each component; length ratio of different compo-

nents; the maximum letter length, the maximum digit length, and the

maximum symbol length.

• Count based feature: We record the number of dots, dashes, de-

limiters, letters, digits and symbols in the whole URL and in each

component.
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• Pattern based feature: This group of features describe specific lexical-

based patterns in the URLs.

– Letter-digit-letter: If there is a digit between two letters in the

given URL.

– Digit-letter-digit: If there is a letter between two digits in the

given URL.

– Continuity rate: We categorize the character type in the URL

as letter, digit and symbol. Then we record the longest continuous

length for each type. For example, the continuity rate for URL

“go0gle12*@” is (3 + 2 + 2) / 10 = 0.7.

– Number rate: The percentage of the number of digits in the

given URL.

• n-gram feature: We also record the “n-gram” information for both

malicious advertising URLs and benign advertising URLs. We extract

2-gram and 3-gram tokens from the above data sources to construct

the “bag of words”. Then we split each input URL into 2 or 3-token

sequences, and check if the target token is in the bag.

4.3 Classification and Visualization

In this section, we outline how URL classification and visualization are con-

ducted in our experiment.
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Figure 4.2: The proposed flowchart for URL classification

• Model 1: URL Classification

The first model is built for URL classification task. The overall design

for model sees in Figure 4.2. Three major components are included in

model 1, URL Feeder, Feature Extractor, and Deep Learning Classifier.

– URL Feeder: In URL Feeder, malicious-ad URLs, benign-ad

URLs, and non-ad URLs are being fed into the system.

– Feature Extractor: A comprehensive lexical feature set mention

in Section 4.2 is extracted in Feature Extractor, and used in our

experiment.

Depending on the existing detection system, lexical-based features

are good indicators for representing online advertisement URLs.

So in our proposed model, we analyze the lexical characteristics

of each component in the URLs, and then combine them as a
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comprehensive lexical feature set. This feature set contains both

real number and binary number, and will be the data feed of our

deep learning system.

– Deep Learning Classifier: Deep learning based architecture

is used as the classifier. Based on the discussion in Section 3.2,

DNN and RNN have proven very successful in processing sequen-

tial data. Based on the analysis of textual-based features, DNN

and RNN have their natural advantages over other deep neural

networks, and are appropriate solutions for our detection system.

• Model 2: URL Visualization

The second model is built for URL visualization. The overall design

for model sees in Figure 4.3. Three major components are included in

model 2, URL Feeder, Feature Extractor, and Feature Preprocessing.

– URL Feeder: In URL Feeder, malicious-ad URLs, benign-ad

URLs, and non-ad URLs are being fed into the system.

– Feature Extractor: The comprehensive lexical feature set men-

tioned in Model 1 will also be used in Model 2.

– Feature Preprocessing: In this thesis, we design and develop a

novel method for lexical-based URL visualization. AutoEncoder

is applied for feature preprocessing, and then a dimensionality re-

duction algorithm called t-SNE is used to visualize different URL
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Figure 4.3: The proposed flowchart for URL visualization

sources. Also some other popular dimensionality reduction algo-

rithms such as Principle component analysis (PCA), Local linear

embedding (LLE), Isomap and Sammon mapping are also intro-

duced and applied for comparison in evaluation. More details

please see Section 5.
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Chapter 5

Experiment and Evaluation

5.1 Experiment

5.1.1 Dataset

Three types of URL sources are collected in order to conduct the classification

task.

Source I (Malicious-ad URLs): We obtained examples of malicious ad-

vertising URLs from a URL blacklist service website, www.urlblacklist.com.

The data sources are all about malicious advert servers and banned URLs,

the latest modification date of the dataset is July 28th, 2016.

Source II (Non-ad URLs): We built a crawler to fetch all the non-

advertising URLs from Alexa Top 5000. For each Alexa domain (such as

google.com), the crawler visits at most 20 pages which are originally linked

with Alexa top page, from August 28th, 2016 to September 10th, 2016. Af-
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ter that, 5000 non-advertising URLs are selected manually from the fetched

URLs mentioned above.

Source III (Benign-ad URLs): We collected the benign advertising URLs

from an advertising dataset, www.code.google.com/archive/p/open-advertising-

dataset/. This website is created by the University College London as an

independent computational advertising dataset from the publicly available

sources.

Figure 5.1 shows the snapshot of 10 examples for each URL source. With

the data sources mentioned above, we build our URL detection system by

creating four scenarios. Each scenario contains two URL data sources for

binary classification. Table 5.1 shows four scenarios based on these three

types of URL sources.

Figure 5.1: The snapshot of three different URL sources
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Table 5.1: Summary of the dataset used in the experiment

Scen. Data Source
A Ads (4115) vs Non Ads (5000)
B Benign Ads (3000) vs Malicious Ads (1115)
C Benign Ads (3000) vs Non Ads (5000)
D Malicious Ads (1115) vs Non Ads (5000)

5.1.2 Classification with Deep Learning

5.1.2.1 Algorithm Description

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Input layer

Hidden layer

Output layer

Memory cell

(a) DNN (b) RNN

Figure 5.2: The architecture of DNN (a) and RNN (b)

In DNN, all the information flows in one direction, from the input layer to

the output layer (see Figure 5.2 (a)). Different from DNN, RNN can process

the input sequence one element at a time, and store the information of the

input element into a memory cell (see Figure 5.2 (b)). Then for the next

time step, RNN gets inputs from both the stored information in the memory

cell and the next sequence element. This means RNN can remember the

information of past elements of the sequence. However, this memory is short
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because backpropagated gradients either grow or shrink tremendously after

many time steps [43], typically making the training weights either explode

or vanish.

Memory cell

Input layer Output layer

Input gate Output gate

Forget gate

Figure 5.3: The architecture of a memory block in LSTM

In order to avoid the long-term dependency problem, another RNN called

Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) RNN was proposed in [35]. Three “gates”

are installed in the memory block in order to control the flow of information

into or out of the memory cell (see in Figure 5.3). The outputs of the three

gates range from 0 to 1. 0 means the gate is totally closed, and 1 means

the gate is completely open. Especially, an input gate controls the extent

to which a new sequential element flows into the memory cell. Similarly, an

output gate controls how much information in the memory cell can be used

to calculate the output activation of the block. A forget gate controls how
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Table 5.2: Formulas used to calculate the number of neurons in the hidden
layer

Formula Expressioin Reference
F1 N = C ×

√
Nt [46]

F2 N = C × log2Nt [90]
F3 N = C ×

√
Ni ×No [38]

F4 N = C × Nt√
Ni×log2Nt

[99]

F5 N = Ni+
√
Nt

L
[75]

F6 N = Nt

C×(Ni+No)
[88]

much information can still be kept in the memory cell in each time step.

5.1.2.2 Optimizing the Architecture for Neural Network

In our classification task, the lexical-based features mentioned in Section 4.2

is used as the inputs for our neural network. Every URL instance is repre-

sented as a 141-dimensional vector plus 1 label, so the size of the input layer

is 141. Noted previously in Section 5.1.1, all the scenarios in our experiment

are binary-classification, so the size of the output layer is 2.

In order to optimize the DNN’s architecture, we test the following numbers

as the number of hidden layers in the network: {1, 2, 3, 4}. And in each

model, formulas {F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6} in Table 5.2 are used to calculate

the number of neurons in each hidden layer.

In Table 5.2, N is the number of hidden nodes; Nt is the number of training

samples; Ni and No are the number of nodes in the input layer and output

layer respectively; L is the number of the hidden layers in the neural network,

and C is the scaling coefficient usually from 2 to 10.
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For DNN, {F3} with {3} hidden layers are selected and used in building

our deep network model, because this architecture can achieve a high preci-

sion/recall and a lower false negative rate. Comparison results of different

architectures will be discussed in Section 5.2. The final architecture is 141 –

90 – 60 – 16 – 2, and this architecture is also used in training AutoEncoder

for data processing.

Rectified linear units (ReLU) is extensively applied when training deep neural

networks since it can accelerate the convergence process and diminish the

gradient vanishing issue [27]. In this section, ReLU is used as the activation

function of the input layer and hidden layers for DNN, and can be expressed

as: f(x) = max(x, 0), where x is the input of the neuron. By returning the

maximum value between x and 0, ReLU can remove the negative parts of

the input information.

Computational complexity is a big issue for RNN, because a fully con-

nected RNN with a multiple-layer architecture would be very expensive in

training[80] [61] [57]. In order to avoid the large and intractable time com-

plexity problem, a simple architecture proposed in [3] is used in our exper-

iment. The final RNN contains one LSTM hidden layer with 128 neurons,

and the architecture is 141 – 128 – 2.

5.1.2.3 Optimizing the Activation Function for Neural Network

In the deep neural network, the activation function defines the output of a

node given a set of inputs. Mathematically speaking, the activation function
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calculates a “weighted sum” of the input values, adds a bias and then decides

whether the result should be active or to what extent the result should be

active. The activation function is really important for training deep neural

network, because it introduces the nonlinear mappings between input data

and output data, and it also defines how the neural network learns and

represents the input signals.

There is a number of common activation functions in training deep neural

network. In this section, we choose 6 of them and evaluate the performance

of different activation functions in the deep neural network for URL classifi-

cation. The activation functions we used in our experiment are: ReLU, ELU

, Softplus, Softsign, Sigmoid, and Tanh.

Table 5.3: Activation functions evaluated in our experiment [95]

Name Equation Range Plot
ReLU f(x) = max(x, 0) (0, ∞)

Softplus f(x) = ln(1 + ex) (0, ∞)
Softsign f(x) = x

1+|x| (-1, 1)

Sigmoid f(x) = 1
1+e−x (0, 1)

Tanh f(x) = 2
1+e−2x − 1 (-1, 1)

ELU f(x) =

{
α(ex − 1) x < 0

x x ≥ 0
(-α, ∞)

Table 5.3 shows the activation functions evaluated in our experiment, includ-

ing the name, the equation expression, range and the plot of each activation

function.
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5.1.2.4 Training the Neural Network

In this section, we discuss the activation function, loss function and the

algorithm we used for training the neural network.

Rectified linear units (ReLU) is extensively applied when training deep neu-

ral networks since it can accelerate the convergence process and diminish

the gradient vanishing issue [27]. In our experiment, ReLU is used as the

activation function of the input layer and hidden layers for DNN, and can be

expressed as: f(x) = max(x, 0), where x is the input of the neuron. By re-

turning the maximum value between x and 0, ReLU can remove the negative

parts of the input information.

Sigmoid function is commonly used in training LSTM RNN [11], since it

can control how much information flow into or out of the LSTM cell by

outputing a value from 0 to 1. In our experiment, Sigmoid function is used

as the activation function for RNN and can be expressed as: f(x) = 1
1+e−x ,

where x is the input data of the neural network. Softmax function is used

in the final output layer as activation function for DNN and RNN. For a

deep neural network with K neurons in the output layer, x is the input of

the neuron. The classification result of each neuron j can be expressed by

Softmax function as follows:

f(x)j =
exj∑K

k=1 e
x
k

Softmax function is a generalization of logistic function, that can squash the

K-dimensional vector in the output layer to a K-dimensional vector in the
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range of 0 to 1 [4]. It is the most commonly used activation function for

output layer in training deep neural network, since the results of softmax

function can represent the probability distribution of K different neurons (in

our case K = 2).

In the training process, our objective is to minimize the cross entropy loss

function, which can be expressed as follows:

E(Y, Y ′) = − 1
n

∑n
1 [yi × ln(y

′
i) + (1− yi)× ln(1− y′i)]

where Y = y1, y2, ... yn is the set of labels for corresponding input instance;

Y
′

= y
′
1, y

′
2, ... y

′
n represents the set of output results for each input instance

calculated by Softmax function. Each yn is either 0 or 1 indicating that the

URL belongs to one classification or the other.

Gradient descent is one of the most common algorithms to optimize deep neu-

ral network. In our experiment online AdaGrad is used to minimize our loss

function. AdaGrad can greatly improve the robustness of stochastic gradient

descent (SGD) by adapting different learning rates to different parameters,

and it is well-suited for dealing with sparse data [23] [19]. AdaGrad can be

expressed as follows:

θt+1,i = θt,i − η√∑t

t
′=1 5E(θi)2+ε

×5E(θi)

where θt,i is the i th parameter at time t ; η is the initial learning rate; ε is a

smoothing term that avoid division by 0, and 5E(θi) is the gradient of the

objective function E (calculated by cross entropy function) at parameter θi.
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5.1.3 Visualization with Deep Learning

Visualizing high dimensional data is significant for understanding the com-

plex relationships between different variables. By using dimensionality reduc-

tion algorithms, we can preserve as much of the significant information of the

high-level data as possible in a more compact pattern. Also, visualization fa-

cilitates the classification task, because after converting the high dimensional

dataset into two or three dimensions, we can achieve a better understanding

of the dataset and evaluate the quality of the extracted features.

Traditional dimensionality reduction algorithms include PCA, LLE, Isomap,

Sammon mapping and t-SNE.

PCA is one of the most popular linear dimensionality reduction techniques.

It can convert the original data into its principal directions with the maximal

variance, which is also called principal component. This transformation is

defined in such a way that the number of principal components is usually

less than the number of original data in order to reduce dimensionality [89]

[91].

LLE is an unsupervised learning algorithm that computes low-dimensional,

neighborhood-preserving embeddings of high-dimensional inputs. LLE can

map the inputs into a single global coordinate space with lower dimension-

ality, and its optimizations do not involve local minima. LLE is also able to

learn the global structure of nonlinear manifolds, such as those generated by

images of faces or documents of text [68].

Isomap is one of the popular nonlinear low-dimensional embedding methods.
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And it can be used to compute a quasi-isometric, low-dimensional embedding

from a set of a high-dimensional data set. Isomap provides an easy way for

calculating the intrinsic geometry of a data manifold based on the geodesic

distances between all pairs of points on the manifold [84] [1].

Sammon mapping is an algorithm that maps spaces between high-dimensionality

and low-dimensionality by trying to preserve the structure of inter-point dis-

tances in the lower-dimension projection. More specifically, Sammon map-

ping is designed to minimize the differences between corresponding inter-

point distances in the two spaces. Unlike PCA, Sammon mapping simply

provides a way to construct a new lower-dimensional dataset, which has the

structure as similar to the original dataset as possible [17] [87].

t-SNE is a nonlinear dimensionality reduction technique that visualizes high-

dimensional data by giving each data point a location in a two or three-

dimensional map. Specifically, it models each high-dimensional object by a

2 or 3-dimensional point in such a way that similar objects are modeled by

nearby points and dissimilar objects are modeled by distant points. And t-

SNE is better than existing techniques for creating a single map that reveals

structure at many different scales [51] [40].

In our experiment, a novel visualization approach is designed based on the

deep learning algorithm. AutoEncoder is implemented for data preprocess-

ing, then t-SNE is applied for final visualization. Other representative di-

mensionality algorithms mentioned above are also introduced and compared

in the evaluation section.
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Input layer

‘Bottleneck’

hidden layer

Output layer

Encoding Decoding

Figure 5.4: The architecture of AutoEncoder

Figure 5.4 illustrates the architecture of a typical AutoEncoder. In AutoEn-

coder, the number of neurons in the input layer and the output layer are the

same. Instead of predicting the target value given by the input data, the

purpose of AutoEncoder is to reconstruct the input data in an unsupervised

way. AutoEncoder usually consists of an encoding process and a decoding

process, and the “bottleneck” hidden layer in the middle of the network is

always extracted to represent the input data in a more compressed format.

In our experiment, the AutoEncoder is developed with the following architec-

ture: 141 – 90 – 60 – 16 – 60 – 90 – 141. The ‘bottleneck’ hidden layer with

16 neurons is extracted from the encoding process for further visualization.

Sigmoid function is the most commonly used activation function for Au-

toEncoder [30] [37], and is used in our experiment for training AutoEncoder.
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In our experiment, Sigmoid function is used for both encoding process and

decoding process.

Sum of squared errors (SSE) function is used in building AutoEncoder as

loss function, and can be expressed as follows:

E(X,X
′
) = 1

2
×

∑n
1 (x− x′)2

where X = x1, x2, ... xn is the set of input data; X
′
= x

′
1, x

′
2, ... x

′
n represents

the set of output data of the decoding process in AutoEncoder. Similar to

RNN and DNN, AdaGrad is used to minimize the loss function.

Table 5.4: Two groups of models in our experiment for visualization

Baseline group
(141 – 2)

AutoEncoder based group
(141 – 16) + (16 –2)

PCA AutoEncoder + PCA
LLE AutoEncoder + LLE

Sammon mapping AutoEncoder + Sammon
Isomap AutoEncoder + Isomap
t-SNE AutoEncoder + t-SNE

Table 5.4 shows two groups of visualization models established in our exper-

iment. The first group is a baseline group, the five dimensionality reduction

algorithms (PCA, LLE, Sammon mapping, Isomap, t-SNE ) are applied. The

size of data input is 141, and the size of the data output is 2 for visualization.

The second group is the AutoEncoder based group. First, we implement Au-

toEncoder to compress the original data from dimension 141 to 16, then we

explore the dimensionality reduction algorithms on top of AutoEncoder for

final visualization. The dimension of input data is 16 and the dimension of
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output data is 2.

5.1.4 Sequence-2-sequence Model for URL Generation

Sequence-2-sequence deep learning framework is proposed in [81] for sequen-

tial data modeling.This framework is based on RNNs and has great potential

in the area of Natural Language Processing (NLP) such as language trans-

lation [28], lyrics generation [10], text summarization [26], conversational

response [65] [25] and so on. In this section, we discuss briefly how sequence-

2-sequence model works, and give the objectives of why this model is used in

our thesis for fake URL generation. Finally, we describe how the sequence-

2-sequence model is trained for URL generation.

5.1.4.1 Introduction to Sequence-2-sequence Model

Figure 5.5: The architecture of a simple sequence-2-sequence model [25]

A sequence-2-sequence model contains two major components: an encoder

and a decoder. The encoder can accept a sequence of data input one by one

and then convert the input data into a fixed sized feature vector. This final
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vector is comprised of all the sequential information from the input data.

The decoder can decode the target data from the final feature vector for

training purpose.

Figure 5.5 shows the architecture of a simple sequence-2-sequence model for

automating email reply. In this example, the input sequence is “Are you

free tomorrow?”, and the corresponding output sequence is “Yes, what is

up?”. The RNN cells in the encoder first accept the input words one by one,

and then convert the sequential information into a fixed sized vector. In the

decoding process, at the first time step, word “Yes” is fed into the decoder as

a “<START>”. The output of “Yes” is then fed back and becomes the input

of the decoder at the second time step (as seen in Figure 5.5), and actually

this is the reason why sequence-2-sequence model can be used for predicting

next word/character. The decoder repeats this process until all words in the

target data have been processed. After training all the input instances, the

sequence-2-sequence model store the entire information for testing purpose.

5.1.4.2 The Objectives of Building Sequence-2-sequence Model

In our experiment, we implement the sequence-2-sequence model for fake

URL simulation. There are two objectives in this section. First, we want to

evaluate the feasibility of implementing deep learning based model for online

advertisement URL generation. Sequence-2-sequence model is powerful for

modeling sequential data. And in this thesis, we describe how to use this

model for fake URL generation. The URLs generated by our proposed ap-
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proach can be used to test the vulnerability of existing advertising blocking

system. In the future, sequence-2-sequence model can also be used in other

similar cybersecurity domains such as phishing email generation. Second, the

fake URL generation and simulation can be considered as the final step for

online advertisement URL visualization. In this thesis, we conduct a compre-

hensive analysis for online advertisement detection and visualization using

deep learning. We collect lexical-based features for advertising URL rep-

resentation, and exploit a statistical learning on the distinguishing features.

Finally, based on our three data sources, we generate fake non-ad URLs, fake

benign-ad URLs and fake malicious-ad URLs. The fake malicious-ad URLs

is distinct in appearance from the other types of fake URLs. The results

and discussions are shown in Section 5.2. So in this thesis, we design and

build a deep learning based model for online advertisement URL detection

and visualization both lexically and visually.

URL� https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy

����������	

Input: f a c e b       Output: f a c e b o

1. Input/output extraction2. Character/index conversion

f a c e b o � 6 1 3 5 2 15 

3. Encoder/decoder training

6(f)     1(a)      3(c)     5(e)      2(b)

6(f)     1(a)     3(c)     5(e)     2(b)    15(o)Encoder

Decoder

Figure 5.6: Training the sequence-2-sequence model
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5.1.4.3 Training the Sequence-2-sequence Model

In this section, we discuss how sequence-2-sequence model is trained for fake

URL generation. The training process contains three major components,

input/output extraction, character/index conversion and encoder/decoder

training. Figure 5.6 shows the overall illustration of training the sequence-2-

sequence model.

We take the following URL: https://www.facebook.com/about/privacy as

an example. First of all, we need to extract the input sequence and output

sequence from the original data set for fake URL generation. Ignoring the

protocol “https:// ” part and the “www.” part, the first extraction begins at

character {f }. Then we define the number of characters in the input sequence

is 5, and the number of characters in the output sequence is 6. This means

the first 5 characters {f a c e b} is extracted as the input sequence, and

the first 6 {f a c e b o} characters is extracted as the corresponding output

sequence. By doing this, our sequence-2-sequence model can gradually learn

how to predict the next character in URL generation. For the next input

extraction, the beginning character becomes {a}. So in this case, the input

sequence becomes {a c e b o} and the output sequence becomes {a c e b o

o}. We repeat the same extraction procedure until every character in the

URL has been selected.

Before all the input sequence and output sequence are fed into the model, we

need to convert the data sequence into indexes so that the neural network

can read and learn. In character/index conversion, a dictionary is built for
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mapping characters with indexes, in which the key is the character, and the

value is the index. For example, if the dictionary is generated by alphabetical

order, then the input characters {f a c e b} can be represented as {6 1 3 5

2}, the output characters {f a c e b o} can be represented as {6 1 3 5 2 15}.

Until now, everything is ready for training the sequence-2-sequence model.

The encoder and decoder are both multiple-layer LSTM RNNs. Each of them

has 3 hidden layers, and each hidden layer contains 100 hidden neurons. The

architecture, activation functions, and important parameters are previously

introduced in Section 5.1.2. The fake URLs generated by the sequence-2-

sequence model are presented and discussed in Section 5.2.7

5.2 Evaluation

In this section, first we give a comprehensive anatomical analysis for online

advertisement URLs, then we discuss which architecture that used for classi-

fication, and finally we demonstrate the comparison of two groups of models

for visualization.

5.2.1 Anatomy Analysis for Advertisement URLs

In this section, we give a complete statistical analysis for the three URL

sources based on lexical-based features extracted in our experiment.

First, we want to know the length distribution for different URL sources and

different components in each URL. Figure 5.7 shows that benign advertise-
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Figure 5.7: Length analysis for different components in URL

ments tend to have longer URL, longer path, and longer filename. Nearly

25% of benign ad-URLs are longer than 60 characters, whereas the num-

ber for malicious ad-URLs and non-ad URLs are only about 3%. Based on

the previous studies [49], malicious URLs usually have longer domain names

because attackers can obfuscate the host with a large hostname or another

domain. However, in our experiment, the length distributions for the do-

main name in different URL sources are close to each other. Domain name

length in malicious ad-URLs does not show too much difference from benign

ad-URLs and non-ad URLs.
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Figure 5.8: Numbers of symbols, delimiters, digits and letters in different
URLs

Then, we record the number of symbols (‘;’, ‘@’, ‘+’, ‘?’, ‘=’, ‘-’, ‘!’, ‘%’

etc.), the number of delimiters (‘.’, ‘/’, ‘∼’ , ‘&’, ‘?’ ‘#’, ‘\’ ), the number

of digits, and the number of letters in each URL source. Again this time,

different URL sources show different characteristics. In Figure 5.8, nearly

25% of benign ad-URLs have at least 10 symbols and 10 delimiters in their

URL, but the number for malicious ad-URLs and non-URLs is less than 5%.

Only a small portion of non-ad data sources (around 5%) have digits in the

URLs. However, 35% of malicious ad-URLs contain digit tokens, and this

feature can help to distinguish malicious ad-URLs from non-ad webpages.
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Figure 5.9: Density distribution of different length ratio features

In the next stage, we analyze the value of length ratio feature in our feature

set. We compare Domain/URL, Path/URL and Filename/URL. In Figure

5.21, the distribution of these three features in non-ad URLs looks like a

normal distribution, whereas two distinct peaks (local maxima) appear in

benign ad-URLs, which make benign ad-URLs different from non-ad URLs.

Table 5.5: Statistical summary of two features for different URLs

URL sources Ad-related keywords IP as domain
Malicious Ads 45.40% 25.00%
Benign Ads 11.63% 0.00%
Non-Ads 5.81% 0.00%

According to Table 5.5, Ad-related keywords and IP as domain are two influ-

ential features for malicious advertising detection. In our experiment, ‘ad’,

‘advert’, ‘banner’, ‘popup’, ‘sponsor’, ‘iframe’, ‘googlead’, ‘adsys’, ‘adser’,

‘account’, ‘login’, ‘singin’, ‘websrc’, ‘sec’ are extracted as Ad-related key-
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words feature. 45.4% of malicious ad-URLs and 11.63% of benign ad-URLs

contain those tokens, indicating that ad-related keywords are more common

in advertising URLs than non-ad URLs. Confirming the findings of [94] [52],

IP as domain is far more popular in malicious ad-URLs. Table 5.5 shows

that, 25% of malicious advertising URLs are hosted by IP address, but none

of the other two data sources use IP as their domain name.

5.2.2 Evaluation of Different Architectures

In this section, we optimize the parameters for building the deep neural

network by comparing different architectures mentioned in Section 5.1.2.2.

For the architectures evaluated in our experiment, the number of hidden

layers and the number of neurons in each hidden layer are listed in Table 5.6.

Table 5.6: Different architectures evaluated in our experiment

Number of neurons
in each hidden layer

Number of hidden layers
Activation function Loss function

1 2 3 4
F1 141–96–2 141–96–76–2 141–96–76–47–2 141–96–76–47–20–2

ReLU for input
layer and hidden
layers, Softmax for
output layer

Cross entropy as
loss function,
AdaGrad for
minimizing
loss function

F2 141–13–2 141–26–13–2 141–65–26–13–2 141–104–65–26–13–2
F3 141–16–2 141–60–16–2 141–90–60–16–2 141–112–90–60–16–2
F4 141–5–2 141–10–5–2 141–25–10–5–2 141–40–25–10–5–2
F5 141–80–2 141–80–59–2 141–80–59–47–2 141–80–59–47–39–2
F6 141–63–2 141–63–31–2 141–63–31–12–2 141–63–31–12–8–2

According to [82], advertisement URL detection is a cost-sensitive classifi-

cation task. The undetected malicious online websites (false negative) lead

to worse results than the misclassified legitimate URLs (false positive). In a

URL detection system, some false alarms are more tolerable than the mis-

classification of malicious webpages, since the undiscovered malicious URLs

can result in irreversible harm to the customers. Therefore, False Negative
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Table 5.7: Metrics used for evaluating the performance of different algorithms

Metrics Expression
Precision Pr = TP

TP+FP

Recall Rc = TP
TP+FN

False positive rate FPR = FP
FP+TN

False negative rate FNR = FN
TP+FN

F-score F−score = 2×Pr×Re
Pr+Re

Accuracy Acc = TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

Rate (FNR) is considered as a significant metric for performance evaluation

in our experiments.

In our experiments, Precision (Pr), Recall (Re), FNR, False Positive Rate

(FPR), F-score and Accuracy (Acc) are used as evaluation metrics. The

formulas are expressed in Table 5.7, and TP, TN, FP, FN are true positive

(detected ad-URLs), true negative (detected legitimate URLs), false positive

(misclassified legitimate URLs) and false negative (undetected ad-URLs) re-

spectively.

From Table 5.8, we can see that different architectures really have dramatic

effects on the performance of deep neural networks. Formula {F3} with {3}

hidden layers shows better performance than other architectures, since it can

achieve high F-score and low FNR. Also in agreement with the argument in

[100], we find that “deeper is not always better” in our model. When we

increase the number of hidden layers from 3 to 4, most of the models suffer

a degradation in both F-score and FNR. The advantage of multiple layers

in deep neural network is that they can learn features at different levels of
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Table 5.8: F-score and False Negative Rate for different architectures in our
experiment

Scenario A F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Hidden layer F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR

1 81.22% 26.83% 87.56% 8.50% 81.86% 26.82% 91.83% 7.97% 87.10% 20.0% 86.07% 20.78%
2 92.82% 7.70% 94.34% 5.66% 92.83% 6.22% 94.01% 5.83% 91.56% 10.60% 92.16% 9.70%
3 95.26 5.69% 94.12% 6.80% 95.64% 3.30% 92.88% 7.12% 92.68% 8.18% 91.63% 5.95%
4 91.72% 8.87% 92.29% 8.46% 91.02% 4.79% 92.83% 7.96% 91.46% 10.23% 91.67% 6.67%

Scenario B F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Hidden layer F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR

1 93.92% 5.31% 93.29% 7.06% 96.30% 2.83% 93.70% 6.46% 93.03% 11.5% 88.58% 11.42%
2 94.47% 5.69% 93.27% 7.13% 96.28% 2.81% 93.88% 5.69% 91.36% 10.62% 90.08% 9.89%
3 94.79% 5.06% 92.36% 8.86% 97.98% 2.02% 94.05% 5.55% 91.76% 10.02% 90.03% 9.03%
4 91.70% 6.65% 91.22% 9.57% 95.78% 3.88% 91.46% 9.72% 88.98% 12.33% 88.21% 11.25%

Scenario C F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Hidden layer F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR

1 89.67% 11.23% 89.38% 11.20% 92.58% 10.04% 91.20% 8.32% 86.97% 12.37% 87.82% 13.30%
2 90.89% 10.52% 89.69% 11.23% 92.60% 10.06% 92.60% 8.53% 88.96% 12.36% 90.75% 10.57%
3 91.47% 10.06% 90.73% 10.50% 95.41% 6.02% 95.42% 6.79% 90.49% 10.57% 91.73% 9.69%
4 88.87% 12.36% 90.31% 10.46% 92.53% 7.62% 92.53% 8.32% 93.83% 9.62% 89.21% 12.57%

Scenario D F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6
Hidden layer F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR F-score FNR

1 90.52% 10.57% 93.31% 5.65% 96.67% 3.35% 93.61% 5.73% 92.96% 4.57% 92.17% 6.69%
2 93.18% 6.63% 93.93% 4.66% 97.25% 2.30% 94.49% 4.66% 92.23% 5.55% 93.00% 6.03%
3 94.10% 6.59% 95.00% 3.05% 98.71% 1.31% 95.43% 3.67% 92.43% 5.19% 93.41% 6.59%
4 92.19% 5.65% 94.17% 2.01% 97.55% 1.56% 94.45% 5.50% 92.85% 5.47% 91.43% 9.68%

abstraction. But, it is not always necessary to build a complex network. As

the size of neurons and hidden layers increase, the neural network need learn

and train more parameters, which will heighten the chances of overfitting.

When overfitting happens, the neural network just memorizes the training

data and fails to generalize new data. In addition, it is computationally

expensive to train a deep neural network. So the more complicated the

architecture, the longer it takes to train the neural network. This works

against our original intention to build a lightweight detection system.

Finally the architecture of 141–90–60–16–2 is used for training DNN and

AutoEncoder in our experiment.
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5.2.3 Evaluation of Different Activation Functions

In this section, the performance of different activation functions mentioned

in Section 5.1.2.3 is evaluated for URL detection and classification.

Table 5.9: Evaluation of different activation functions in the experiment

Activation
Function

Scenario A Scenario B
Pr Rc F-score FPR FNR Pr Rc F-score FPR FNR

ReLU 94.60% 96.70% 95.63% 1.00% 3.30% 98.27% 97.98% 98.13% 7.00% 2.02%
ELU 96.93% 96.15% 96.54% 4.89% 3.85% 98.78% 97.39% 98.08% 5.31% 2.61%
Softplus 96.55% 90.59% 93.47% 3.64% 9.41% 96.16% 97.33% 96.74% 3.20% 2.67%
Softsign 98.06% 95.60% 96.82% 2.97% 4.40% 96.98% 95.17% 96.01% 4.20% 4.83%
Sigmoid 98.13% 93.28% 95.67% 3.06% 6.72% 98.97% 96.57% 97.76% 4.07% 3.43%
Tanh 95.12% 94.93% 95.03% 7.82% 5.07% 97.73% 95.36% 96.53% 9.48% 4.64%

The activation functions are ReLU, ELU, Softplus, Softsign, Sigmoid and

Tanh. Based on the results in Section 5.2.2, the architecture of 140–90–

60–16–2 is used for building the deep neural network, and each activation

function is applied in the input layer and hidden layer, Softmax activation

function is used in the output layer for binary classification task.

Table 5.9 shows Pr, Re, FNR, FPR and F-score for different activation func-

tions in both Scenario A and Scenario B. We can see that there are not

too many differences between different activation function in URL detection

and classification, ReLU shows good performance in Re and FNR, whereas

Softsign and Sigmoid show good performance in Pr.

Compare Table 5.9 and Table 5.8, we can make a conclusion that the ar-

chitecture of a deep neural network plays a more important role than the

activation function in URL identification. In our experiment, the deep neu-

ral network can always achieve a satisfactory performance, as long as the
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architecture of the network is reasonable and the number of iterations for

training the neural network is big enough.
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Figure 5.10: The variation trend of entropy loss in training DNN
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Figure 5.11: The variation trend of accuracy in training DNN

Epoch is a terminology used in training deep neural network. It refers to one

forward pass and one backward pass of training the entire dataset. Epoch

defines the number of iterations the dataset has been trained before testing
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process. In our experiment, the epoch is chosen as 300, which means that the

entire dataset is trained for 300 times. Figure 5.10 and Figure 5.11 show the

variation trend of the entropy loss and the accuracy along the 300 epochs.

We can see that as the epoch number increases, the entropy loss decreases

and the accuracy increases. Although each activation function has a different

starting point in entropy loss and accuracy, the final results of each activation

function tend to be the same after 300 epochs. And this may also help to

explain why activation function is not so important in building and training

a deep neural network.

5.2.4 Advertising URL Classification

We implement DNN and RNN for online advertising classification, and then

evaluate the performance of deep learning based algorithms with conven-

tional machine learning techniques. The machine learning techniques used

in our experiment are Decision Tree (C4.5), Random Forest (RF), K-nearest

neighbor (KNN), Logistic Regression, Naive Bayes (NB) and Bayesian Net-

work (B-network). We perform 10-fold cross-validation on both deep learning

based approaches and machine learning techniques for evaluation and record

the overall performance.

Figure 5.12 to Figure 5.15 show the comparison between deep learning tech-

niques and conventional machine learning techniques in different scenarios,

and the values of FNR in each scenario are highlighted in the figure. Our pro-

posed approach gives better performance compared with the machine learn-
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Figure 5.12: Comparison of deep
learning techniques and machine
learning techniques in Scenario A
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Figure 5.13: Comparison of deep
learning techniques and machine
learning techniques in Scenario B
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Figure 5.14: Comparison of deep
learning techniques and machine
learning techniques in Scenario C
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Figure 5.15: Comparison of deep
learning techniques and machine
learning techniques in Scenario D

ing models. In previous works, [50] conducts a suspicious URL detection

system using lexical-based and host-based features, and they obtain a FNR

of 7.6%; [98] proposes a cross-layer system for malicious URL detection and

the final FNR is 6.09%; [85], [94] and [45] focus on spam, phishing and mali-

cious URL detection and their FNRs are 7.5%, 5.0% and 10.69% respectively.

With the implementation of DNN and RNN, the FPR in our model is as low

as 1.31%, indicating that our proposed framework shows a reasonable im-

provement over previous studies. By introducing deep learning algorithm in
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the URL classification task, our approach can enhance the existing system

with a lower FNR and high F-score value.
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Figure 5.16: Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve for Scenario A
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Figure 5.17: Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve for Scenario B
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Figure 5.18: Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve for Scenario C
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Figure 5.19: Receiver Operating
Characteristic curve for Scenario D

Finally, we construct Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve to visu-

alize the performance of the binary classifiers used in our experiment. Gener-

ally speaking any increase in FPR will be accompanied by a decrease in TPR,

and the ROC curve can display the trade-off between FPR and true positive
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rate (TPR). Also, we can quantitatively compare different algorithms using

Area Under the ROC Curve (AUC), because a larger area under the ROC

curve implies a higher accuracy for the binary classification.

From Figure 5.16 to Figure 5.19 we can see , deep learning based algorithms

show excellence performance in both scenarios. The ROC curves for DNN

and RNN are closer to the top left corner, and the AUCs for RNN and DNN

are nearly 1. In addition, we notice that conventional machine learning tech-

niques such as Logistic Regression, C4.5 and RF also perform well in terms of

Accuracy, F-score, and AUC value. This may indicate that the lexical-based

features we extract in the study are useful for distinguishing different URL

sources, and are good candidates for online advertising identification.

5.2.5 Execution Time Analysis

The objective of this thesis is to build a lightweight online advertising detec-

tion system. And in this section, we compare the execution time for different

algorithms.

A lightweight system is significant for online advertisement detection task,

since any delay of classification can cause unexpected results for customers.

Although features like WHOIS properties contain useful information about

the webpages, and are widely used in previous studies such as [50] [64] and

[48], they can cause time latency issues by sending requests to remote servers.

And these issues become more severe when the size of data is large. [82]

demonstrated a classification system for benign-ad URLs with lexical-based
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analysis. However, since the introduction of “n-gram” and “bag of word”

techniques, the size of their lexical-based features is large. This leads to a

problem that the training time for their classification system is long, and the

time delay will still degrade the user experience.
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Figure 5.20: The execution time (in ms) of different classifiers

In Figure 5.20, we compare the training time and testing time of different

algorithms. We can see that both machine learning techniques and deep

learning algorithms have low execution times. The maximum execution time

for machine learning algorithms is 40.0s with Random Forest. Although it

takes longer to train deep learning models (69.3s for DNN and 2189.6s for

RNN), it only takes 0.3s and 0.09s for testing new instances using DNN

and RNN. According to [94], online blacklist system will averagely take 1

hour to 10 hours to identify a single malicious URL. So the results in Fig-
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ure 5.20 indicate that our lightweight detection system shows a considerable

improvement over the existing blacklist approaches.
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Figure 5.21: The F-score, FNR and execution time of DNN at different sizes
of dataset

In the next, we want to evaluate the trade-off between the performance and

the execution time of the proposed DNN model. So we implement the fol-

lowing experiment by compare F-score, FNR and execution time at different

input data sizes. We set the percentage ratio to 1, 0.9, 0.8, 0.7, 0.6, and 0.5,

which means only a certain percentage of data is feed into the DNN model. In

Figure 5.21, we can see that the decrease of data size ratio from 1 to 0.5 does

not influence the execution time too much. However, the performance of the

proposed model degrades a lot. When we use only 50% dataset for training
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Figure 5.23: Visualizing different
URLs: AutoEncoder + t-SNE
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Figure 5.24: Visualizing different
URLs: PCA
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Figure 5.25: Visualizing different
URLs: AutoEncoder + PCA
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Figure 5.26: Visualizing different
URLs: Sammon
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Figure 5.27: Visualizing different
URLs: AutoEncoder + Sammon

the DNN model, the F-score is only 50.47%, and the FNR is 15.93%, which

is not acceptable for a classification system. So training on a big dataset is

beneficial to build a reliable deep learning model with high performance.
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Figure 5.28: Visualizing different
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Figure 5.29: Visualizing different
URLs: AutoEncoder + LLE
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Figure 5.30: Visualizing different
URLs: Isomap
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Figure 5.31: Visualizing different:
AutoEncoder + Isomap

5.2.6 Advertising URL Visualization

We propose a novel approach for visualizing online advertising URLs. First

an AutoEncoder with architecture of 141–90–60–16 is used for data prepro-

cessing, then dimensionality reduction algorithm t-SNE is applied to convert

data dimension from 16 to 2 for final visualization. Several other popular di-

mensional reduction algorithms (PCA, LLE, Sammon mapping, Isomap) are

also implemented for comparison in our experiment and are listed in Table

5.4. Figure 5.22 to Figure 5.31 show the visualization results for two groups

of models: the baseline based model and the AutoEncoder based model.

We should notice that the whole visualization process is completely unsuper-

vised, and the labels are only for coloring different URL sources. The model
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AutoEncoder plus t-SNE in Figure 5.23 clearly outperforms all the other

models. In AutoEncoder plus t-SNE, same URL family is mostly grouped in

the same clustering space, which demonstrates that the lexical-based features

extracted in our experiment are good representations of online advertising

URLs.

5.2.7 Fake Advertising URL Generation

In this section, we discuss the fake URLs that produced by the sequence-

2-sequence model. Three groups of URLs are generated based on the three

data sources, the fake non-ad URLs, the fake benign-ad URLs and the fake

malicious-ad URLs, and they are shown as follows.

• Fake non-ad URLs:

.ons/frene&=hicomer

qqint/ninge

t.hewee.wiy/?/c//

w.qqcom.yogol/pri/om

www.koccmins/boIna

twittf.k.coogopkoc/rohetttgohoim.com/?th

t.hewfebe.com/?p=d2//

3/i///p22/p/

intenteehs//n.sing/en/zaed/e.:irogtohetxtenc
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www.limau/u/ymins/meanre

wwwthiogs/maahq:outpuhs/irs/menarentsehtkinge

ominrephep=qj/qom/cc/en/ins/rlen/en/a123.comimacgrttggohoo-.:

intimepamimacx

www.lou/pnu/ehttcen/a.jinominretetIn-/omecepg/minr

• Fake benign-ad URLs:

carbonite.com/

www.pcls.hww.ce.wikipem/em/

www.vbuce.wi.wig.cww.wigentervi/

www.rerackup.com/

www.aginacle.com/producs.com/

www.wiles.com/fackup/gttluran2

ehoww.ag/sotftoaracku/Aloe.wikipemfe.com/propchrown/pripsoces/

ag.ikisoce.wikices/a/igcomtnipvopaararacv.wikonirunt

ww.ce.wikipem/

www.vbraccos/

yko.ceky

ww.ivep.com

www.ptomacku/obbackups.cww.w.ie_glaren.com/P
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w.wibedlwplicelice.cww.wige_gorbadlyplycelewplicarbwi-gllwletlicebar.

com/ptlobebyplhaarls.nenorv

• Fake malicious-ad URLs:

238.153.23.78/~cem/an9.com/anys

12.193.69.165.245.152/cgimp

193.69.165.245/annonser

193.69.165.139.152.2/cmrdjsp

192/imagesp

178/ads/

190.224.215.205.192/imt

123.230/reasimimpimpimpimag

238.157.24.71.4wp

192.22.93.150/mmadour

14.38.cofer

14.38.com/ader

193.98.152.2/gomdsimpipimpimpimag

238.1.im5.3dno

s.179/reampan9.cofeb_gitesitesr

193.158.23.67.2232/w1r/r
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192.192/impan9.cofeb_giterr.imp

193.69.165.2355.39//ctimpan9.uo2.69.152.2/ggbannerr/imp

193.68.165.205.19.161/resr

After we iterate all the original data sources and feed them into the sequence-

2-sequence network for training, the proposed model can gradually remember

the patterns of different datasets, and can be used to generate fake URLs by

a given “<START>”. In our experiment, we assign the string “https://” to

the “<START>” as the beginning of a fake URL, then our trained model can

generate the first character that follows the “<START>”, then generate the

second character that follows the first character, and so on. Based on the fake

URL listed above, we can clearly discover that different types of URLs have

different patterns and appearances. The fake malicious-ad URLs are distinct

from other fake URLs, since they always contain numeric characters at the

beginning of the URLs. This pattern is consistent with the findings discussed

in Section 5.2.1 that malicious adverting URLs always use IP address as

their domain name. This consistency also demonstrates that the proposed

sequence-2-sequence model could learn the patterns of different data sources

and create fake URLs with distinguishing features.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion and Future Work

6.1 Conclusion

With the rapid development of the Internet since the mid-1990s, the online

advertisement has become one of the most important platforms for commer-

cial propaganda. As a result, a large number of fraudulent activities such

as spam, phishing, and malware are distributed through online advertising.

Existing advertising blocking systems are based on blacklists or hand-coded

rules, which are easy to be defeated by attackers. In this paper, we design a

lightweight online advertising visualization system using lexical-based URL

features.

In this thesis, we conduct a comprehensive statistical analysis of lexical-based

URLs for different data sources. Benign ad-URLs always have a longer path

and a longer filename in their URLs, whereas malicious ad-URLs more com-
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monly contain suspicious ad-related keywords and they are often hosted by

IP address. Then a deep learning based approach is developed for classifying

and visualizing advertising URLs. In recent years deep learning algorithms

have gained great success in image recognition and language modeling. In

our paper, we illustrate that DNN and RNN are also good solutions for on-

line advertising analysis. After architecture optimizing, deep learning based

techniques perform better than conventional machine learning methods and

our approach enhances the existing URL detection system with FNR as low

as 1.31%. After that, we design a novel deep learning based approach for

data visualization. AutoEncoder is applied for data preprocessing, and then

t-SNE is implemented for final visualization. This approach can create clear

clusters for different URL data sources and can be used to evaluate the qual-

ity of extracted features. Finally, we develop a RNN based deep learning

framework called sequence-2-sequence model for fake URL generation. The

fake malicious-ad URLs always begin with numeric characters, and are dis-

tinct from the other two types of URLs. This is consistent with the original

malicious-ad URLs, which often use IP address as their domain. So our

proposed model can learn the influential patterns of different URLs and can

generate fake URLs with distinguishing characteristics.
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6.2 Future Work

In the future, the following work can be performed to extend the work of this

thesis.

• By scaling our data set to millions of URLs, we can address the issue

of how to apply our deep learning based approach to real-world cases.

We can evaluate the performance of deep learning algorithms on online

advertisement URL detection with large data set. Furthermore, we can

design and develop an online system for URL identification, which can

be a feasible complementary for the existing blacklist systems.

• In this thesis, we implement deep learning based methods for advertis-

ing URL classification and visualization. In the experiment, DNN and

RNN are used as classifiers, AutoEncoder is used for feature prepro-

cessing, sequence-2-sequence model is used for fake URL generation.

In the future, there is a big opportunity that this deep learning based

framework can be used, extended or improved as other functionalities.

For example, AutoEncoder can be used for feature compression and

extraction. Sequence-2-sequence model can be used for phishing URL

and spam email generation, it can also be used for malware signature

generation.

• In this thesis, we present a novel method for data visualization by

combining AutoEncoder and t-SNE. Our proposed method shows bet-

ter performance in visualizing online advertising URLs than traditional
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machine learning techniques. In the future, we should assess the sta-

bility of this method even further by visualizing other data sources.

• Sequence-2-sequence model has shown big potentials in sequential data

modeling. In our experiment, this model could generate different types

of fake URLs with distinguishing patterns. And in the future, these

fake URLs can be used to evaluate the performance and vulnerability

of the existing advertising blocking systems.
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